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1. INTRODUCTION
The start point of this paper is to characterize the automorphisms of
Chevalley groups over Q-algebras without zero divisors. It is based on our
w xprevious work 7 where the automorphisms of adjoint Chevalley groups
are determined. We actually go further in this paper to describe the
isomorphisms between two Chevalley groups. The study of automorphisms
and isomorphisms of Chevalley groups over fields has been done by
w x w x w xSteinberg 14, 15 , Humphreys 13 , and Borel and Tits 3 ; the last one is in
a more general form of determining the abstract homomorphisms between
isotropic algebraic groups. On the level of groups over rings, however, the
w xstudy has been limited so far mostly to the classical groups; we refer to 12
for a reference on this subject. A description for the automorphisms of
w xalmost simple Chevalley groups is given by Suzuki 16 for the groups over
w xp-adic integers and by Abe 1 for the groups over Noetherian rings.
For the statement of our main results we recall first some notations. Let
G be a Chevalley]Demazure group scheme, which is a particular covariant
functor from the category of commutative rings with unity to the category
Ž w x w x . X Žof groups see 9 and 10 for the definition . Let R and R be commuta-
. Xtive Q-algebras without zero divisors and let w : R “ R be an isomor-
phism of rings. Then the image of w under G is an isomorphism of
Ž . Ž . Ž X.Chevalley groups G w : G R “ G R , which is simply the base change
Ž .through w. We denote G w by w and call it the ring isomorphism related˜
Ž . Ž .to w. For instance, if G s SL , then for an n = n matrix r g SL R ,n i j n
 4 ŽŽ .. Ž Ž ..where i, j g 1, 2, . . . , n and r g R, we have w r s w r .˜i j i j i j
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Let G and GX be Chevalley]Demazure group schemes with associated
X Ž X.root systems F and F , respectively. Let D resp. D be a fundamental
Ž X.root system of F resp. F . Suppose that G is either simply connected or
equal to GX and let K be an algebraically closed extension of R. Then
X Ž . Xeach isomorphism of root systems g : F “ F with g D s D gives rise
Ž . XŽ .canonically to an isogeny g : G K “ G K which satisfies˜
g u x s u x for a g D or yD , x g K ,Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ a g Ža.
where u is the root subgroup functor of G related to a root a g F anda
X Ž .u is the root subgroup functor of G related to g a . In particular,g Ža.
Ž Ž .. XŽ . Ž .g G R is a subgroup of G R . The restriction of g on G R , which we˜ ˜
still denote by g without any confusion, is called a graph homomorphism˜
related to g .
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..Let C G R be the center of G R and let N G R be theGŽK .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..normalizer of G R in G K . For an element g g N G R , we denoteGŽK .
Ž .by Int g the automorphism of G R induced by the conjugation of g.
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be an almost simple Che¤alley]Demazure group
scheme with rank greater than 1. If a is an automorphism of G, then there
Ž . Ž Ž ..exist a homomorphism of groups x : G R “ C G R , an element g g
Ž Ž ..N G R , an automorphism g of the root system of G which keeps theGŽK .
fundamental roots in¤ariant, and an automorphism w g Aut R such that
a h s x h Int ggw h for h g G R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜˜
Moreo¤er, x , Int g, g , and w are uniquely determined by a .
 4nLet G be semisimple with a family of simple components G . Wei is1
have
G R s G R G R ??? G R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 n
where the product on the right is almost direct. A family of isomorphisms
 4n X Ž .w from R to R is called G R -admissible if it satisfies the followingi is1
condition:
< <  4w s w for i , j g 1, 2, . . . , n .˜ ˜G ŽR.l G ŽR. G ŽR.l G ŽR.i ji j i j
Ž .  4nFor each family of G R -admissible isomorphisms w , we can definei is1
n Ž . Ž X .an isomorphism Ł w : G R “ G R by writing an arbitrary element˜is1 i
Ž . Ž .g g G R in a form g s g g ??? g where g g G R for 1 F i F n,1 2 n i i
n n
w g s w g .Ž . Ž .˜ ˜Ł Łi i i
is1 is1
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THEOREM 1.2. Let G and GX be Che¤alley]Demazure group schemes
containing no simple component of type A . Suppose that G is simply1
Ž . XŽ X .connected. If a : G R “ G R is an isomorphism, then there exist a
Ž . Ž XŽ X..homomorphism of groups x : G R “ C G R , an element g g
Ž XŽ X.. XXN G R where K is an algebraically closed extension of R , an isomor-G ŽK .
X Ž . X Ž .phism of root systems g : F “ F with g D s D , and a family of G R -ad-
 4n Xmissible isomorphisms w from R to R where n is the number of thei is1
simple components of G such that
n
a h s x h Int gg w h for h g G R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜Ł i
is1
Moreo¤er, x , Int g, g , and w for 1 F i F n are uniquely determined by a .i
The proofs of these results will be completed in Sections 3 and 4. In
Section 2 we demonstrate some properties of the elementary subgroups of
Chevalley groups and, in particular, we show that every isomorphism
between elementary subgroups is a composition of a ring isomorphism, a
Ž .graph isomorphism, and an inner automorphism see Theorem 2.11 . This
description of the isomorphisms between the elementary subgroups plays a
key role in the determination of isomorphisms between Chevalley groups.
For the Chevalley groups of type A , it is more complicated to deter-1
mine their isomorphisms. This is because, from the algebraic point of view,
there are not sufficient root subgroups or, geometrically, there are not
enough distinct lines required for characterizing an isomorphism. There is
w xa counterexample in 11 showing that the automorphisms of SL over2
certain integral domains are not necessarily of the form as in the above
theorem. However, for unique factorization domains and for integral
w xdomains generated by their units, it has been shown in 5 that the
isomorphisms of SL have a similar decomposition as in Theorem 1.1.2
2. ISOMORPHISMS OF ELEMENTARY SUBGROUPS
Throughout this paper, for convenience we fix a universal domain K of
characteristic zero. Let R and RX be Q-subalgebras of K. The center of a
Ž . w xgroup H is denoted by C H and H, H stands for the commutator
subgroup of H. The elementary subgroup functor of a Chevalley]De-
mazure group scheme G is denoted by E, of which the definition can be
w xfound in 4 .
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 4nLEMMA 2.1. Let G be the family of simple components of G and leti is1
E be the elementary subgroup functor of G for 1 F i F n. Theni i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i E R s E R E R ??? E R , where E is the elementary sub-1 2 n i
group functor of G for 1 F i F n.i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..  4ii E R l E R : C E R for i, j g 1, 2, . . . , n and i / j.i j
Ž . w Ž . Ž .x Ž .iii E R , E R s E R for 1 F i F n.i i i
Moreo¤er,
E R , E R s E R .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Properties i and ii come evidently from the defining relations
Ž w x.of Chevalley]Demazure group schemes cf. 10 . We only need to show
Ž . Ž .identity iii , which results immediately in the identity between E R and
its commutator subgroup. Let F s Dn F be the canonical partition ofis1 i
F where F is the associated root system of G for 1 F i F n. For eachi i
a g F and s g RU leti
t s s u s u ysy1 u s u 1 u y1 u 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a ya a ya a ya
Ž .which lies in E R . Then we havei
y1 2t s u r t s s u s r for r g R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a a a
In particular, choosing such s g RU that s2 / 1, we obtain
y1y1 y1y12 2u r s t s u s y 1 r t s u s y 1 r ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /a a a a a
w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž .which falls again in E R , E R . This yields identity iii since E R isi i i
Ž .generated by u r for all a g F , 1 F i F n, and r g R.a i
Ž . w xRemark. Identity iii is a particular case of 18, Theorem 3 ; the proof
there is based on a procedure of checking individual Chevalley groups.
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that G is of adjoint type. If g is an element of G K
Ž Ž .. y1 Ž . Ž .such that g u 1 g belongs to G R for all a g F, then g lies in G R .a
w xProof. This has been shown in 8, Sect. 2.5 for the case when F is
indecomposable. The proof there, however, can also be extended to the
case when F is decomposable without any substantial modification.
Let G be the adjoint Chevalley]Demazure group scheme with thead
Ž w x.same type of root system as that of G. It is known cf. 10 that there is a
canonical isogeny p : G “ G which keeps the root subgroup functorsad
invariant. In particular, this gives rise to an isogeny of algebraic groups
Ž . Ž .from G K to G K , which we still denote by p without any confusion.ad
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LEMMA 2.3. Let E be the element subgroup functor of G . Thenad ad
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..i N G R s N E R ;G ŽK . ad G ŽK . adad ad
Ž . y1Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..ii p G R s N E R .ad GŽK .
Ž Ž .. <Proof. Suppose g g N G R . Then the restriction Int g ofG ŽR.G ŽK . ad adad
Ž . Ž .the inner automorphism Int g g Aut G K on G R is an automor-ad ad
w xphism. It follows from 8 that
<Int g E R s E R ,Ž . Ž .Ž .G ŽR. ad adad
Ž Ž ..which implies that g lies in N E R and we haveG ŽK . adad
N G R : N E R .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G ŽK . ad G ŽK . adad ad
Ž Ž ..On the other hand, let g be an arbitrary element in N E R . ItG ŽK . adad
Ž .comes from Lemma 2.2 that g must fall in G R . This implies thatad
N E R : G R : N G R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G ŽK . ad ad G ŽK . adad ad
Ž .from which follows identity i .
Ž . Ž .Note that the canonical isogeny p : G K “ G K sends the rootad
Ž . Ž .subgroups of G K to those of G K . We havead
p E R s E R .Ž . Ž .Ž . ad
This yields
N E R : py1 N E R ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .GŽK . G ŽK . adad
Ž .since the kernel of p coincides with the center of G K . On the other
y1Ž Ž Ž ...hand, for each element g g p N E R , we haveGadŽK . ad
gE R gy1 : E R C G K ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
which implies by Lemma 2.1 that
y1 y1 y1gE R g s gE R g , gE R gŽ . Ž . Ž .
: E R C G K , E R C G KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s E R , E R s E R .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence we have
py1 N E R : N E R .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž G ŽK . ad GŽK .ad
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y1Ž Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Consequently, p N E R is equal to N E R . Therefore, itG ŽK. ad GŽK .ad
Ž .follows from identity i that
py1 G R s py1 N E R s N E R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .ad G ŽK . ad GŽK .ad
Ž .Thus we obtain identity ii .
 4n  X4mLEMMA 2.4. Let G and G be the families of the simple compo-i is1 j Js1
nents of G and GX, respecti¤ely.
Ž . Ž . XŽ .i If there exists a non-tri¤ial homomorphism from E Q to G K ,
then
dim G F dim GX .
Ž . Xii If dim G s dim G and if there is a non-tri¤ial homomorphism a
Ž . XŽ . Ž Ž ..from E Q to G K , then n s m and a E Q is a Zariski dense subset ofi
X Ž .  4G K for 1 F i F n, where s is a permutation on 1, 2, . . . , n .s Ž i.
w xProof. See 6, Sect. 3.2 .
 4n  X4mLEMMA 2.5. Let G and G be the families of the simple compo-i is1 j js1
X Ž . XŽ X.nents of G and G , respecti¤ely. If there is an isomorphism a : E R “ E R ,
then n s m and
a E R s EX RX for 1 F i F n ,Ž . Ž .Ž .i s Ž i.
 4where s is a permutation on 1, 2, . . . , n .
Ž .Proof. It comes from Lemma 2.4 i that the existence of an isomor-
Ž . XŽ X. Xphism between E R and E R implies that dim G s dim G . Hence by
Ž .Lemma 2.4 ii , we have n s m. Denote by a E Q the Zariski closureŽ .Ž .i
Ž Ž .. XŽ . Ž .of a E Q in G K for 1 F i F n. We have by Lemma 2.4 ii that therei
 4exists a permutation s on 1, 2, . . . , n such that
Xa E Q s G K for 1 F i F n.Ž . Ž .Ž .i s Ž i.
 4Note that we have by Lemma 2.1, for each i g 1, 2, . . . , n ,
E R : C E Q ??? E Q E Q ??? E Q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i EŽR. 1 iy1 iq1 n
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Hence
a E RŽ .Ž .i
: C X X a E Q ??? a E Q a E Q ??? a E QŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .E ŽR . 1 iy1 iq1 n
X Xs C a E Q ??? a E Q a E Q ??? a E QŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .E ŽR . 1 iy1 iq1 n
s C X X GX K ??? GX K GX K ??? GX KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .E ŽR . s Ž1. s Ž iy1. s Ž iq1. s Žn.
s EX RX l C X GX K ??? GX K GX K ???Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽG ŽK . s Ž1. s Ž iy1. s Ž iq1.
GX KŽ . .s Žn.
s EX RX l GX K C GX K .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s Ž i.
Therefore we have by Lemma 2.1 that
a E R s a E R , a E RŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i
X X X X: G K C G K , G K C G KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .s Ž i. s Ž i.
X X Xs G K , G K s G K .Ž . Ž . Ž .s Ž i. s Ž i. s Ž i.
Consequently,
a E R : EX RX l GX K : EX R C EX RX .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .i s Ž i. s Ž i.
Again by Lemma 2.1 we obtain
X X X X X X Xa E R : E R C E R , E R C E R s E R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .i s Ž i. s Ž i. s Ž i.
Since a is an isomorphism, we obtain immediately the identity as required.
The above lemma suggests that the description of the isomorphisms
between the elementary subgroups of semisimple Chevalley groups can be
reduced to those of almost simple Chevalley groups. Suppose now that
either GX is adjoint or G s GX. Given an isomorphism g : F “ FX with
Ž . X Xg D s D and an isomorphism of rings w : R “ R , we define a graph
Ž X. XŽ X.homomorphism g : E R “ E R related to g and a ring isomorphismˆ
Ž . Ž X .w : E R “ E R related to w in an analogous way to those of Chevalleyˆ
groups. Recall that for almost simple Chevalley groups of adjoint type, we
have the following result.
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that both G and GX are of adjoint type with F and
X Ž . XŽ X.F indecomposable. If a : E R “ E R is an isomorphism, then there exist
XŽ X. Xan element g g G R , an isomorphism of root systems g : F “ F with
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Ž . X Xg D s D , and an isomorphism of rings w : R “ R such that a s Int ggw.ˆˆ
Moreo¤er, the elements g, g , and w are uniquely determined by a .
w xProof. See 8, Sect. 3.9 .
This result can be generalized to the case when G and GX are semisim-
ple as follows.
X  4nPROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose that G and G are of adjoint type. Let Gi is1
 4m Xand G be the families of the simple components of G and G , respec-j js1
Ž . XŽ X.ti¤ely. If a : E R “ E R is an isomorphism, then n s m and there exist
XŽ X. Xan element g g G R , an isomorphism of root systems g : F “ F with
Ž . X Xg D s D , and a family of isomorphisms of rings w : R “ R for 1 F i F ni
such that
n
a s Int gg w .ˆ ˆŁ i
is1
Moreo¤er, the elements g and g , as well as w for 1 F i F n, are uniquelyi
determined by a .
Ž Ž .. X Ž X.Proof. Thanks to Lemma 2.5, we have n s m and a E R s E Ri s Ž i.
 4 nfor 1 F i F n, where s is a permutation on 1, 2, . . . , n . Let F s D Fis1 i
and FX s Dn FX be the canonical partitions where F and FX areis1 i i i
associated root systems of G and GX, respectively, for 1 F i F n. Leti i
D s D l F and DX s DX l FX for 1 F i F n. Then it follows from Lemmai i i i
 4 X Ž X.2.6 that, for each i g 1, 2, . . . , n , there exist an element g g G R , ani s Ž i.
X Ž . Xisomorphism of root systems g : F “ F with g D s D , ands Ž i. i s Ž i. s Ž i. i s Ž i.
an isomorphism of rings w : R “ RX such that the restriction of a oni
Ž .E R is of formi
<a s Int g g w .ˆ ˆE ŽR. i s Ž i. s Ž i.i
X Ž . Ž . XŽ X.Note that, since both G and G are adjoint, E R l E R and E R li j i
XŽ X.  4E R are trivial for i, j g 1, 2, . . . , n whenever i / j. Thereforej
n n
X X X XE R s E R and E R s E R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Łi i
is1 is1
It is evident that the direct product of ring isomorphisms Ł n w is a ringˆis1 i
Ž . Ž X.isomorphism from E R to E R and that the isomorphisms g , g , . . . , g ,1 2 n
being pieced together induce an isomorphism of root systems g : F “ FX
defined by
g a s g a for a g F , 1 F i F n ,Ž . Ž .i i
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of which the related graph isomorphism g satisfiesˆ
g h s g h for h g E RX , 1 F i F n.Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆi i
Ž .Let h be an arbitrary element of E R ; we may write it in the form
Ž .h s h h ??? h , where h g E R for 1 F i F n. Then we have1 2 n i i
n
a h s Int g g w h .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŁ i i i i
is1
Ž XŽ X..  4X XNote that g g C E R for i, j g 1, 2, . . . , n and i / j. We have fori G ŽR . j
 4each i g 1, 2, . . . , n
Int g Int g ??? Int g g w h s Int g g w h .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 2 n i i i i i i i
Consequently, by writing g s g g ??? g we obtain1 2 n
n n
a h s int gg w h s int gg w h ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŁ Łi i iž /is1 is1
which means that a is equal to Int ggŁ n w . Moreover, it comes fromˆ ˆis1 i
Lemma 2.6 that w , g , and g are uniquely determined by a for eachi i i
 4i g 1, 2, . . . , n , which gives rise also to the uniqueness of both g and g.
As a particular case of the above proposition, we obtain the structure of
Ž .the automorphism group of E R as follows.
COROLLARY 2.8. Let G be of adjoint type with a family of simple
 4ncomponents G . Denote by D the automorphism group of the Dynkini is1
Ž .diagram of F and identify the ring automorphism group of G R with
Ž .nAut R . Then the subgroup generated by the graph automorphism and the
Ž .nring automorphisms is the direct product D = Aut R , and
n
Aut E R ( G R ? D = Aut R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .nwhere the product of G R and D = Aut R is semidirect.
Proof. It is obvious from the definitions of the graph automorphisms
and the ring automorphisms that
n
D l Aut R s id.Ž .
Ž .nFor any g g D, w g Aut R , and a g F, we have
gw u r s g u w r s u w r s w u rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆˆ ˆ ˆ Ž .a a g Ža. g Ža.
s wg u r for r g R ,Ž .Ž .ˆˆ a
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Ž .nwhich implies that gw s wg . Consequently, we obtain D = Aut R as aˆˆ ˆˆ
direct product of groups. Now, by letting g correspond to Int g for every
Ž . Ž .  <element g g G R , we identify the group G R with the subgroup Int g g
Ž .4 Ž . Ž .g G R of Aut E R . It is evident that G R is normalized by D =
Ž .nAut R . Moreover, it comes from the uniqueness of the decomposition
Ž . Ž . Ž .see Proposition 2.7 for every automorphism in Aut E R that G R l D
Ž .n Ž .= Aut R is trivial. Thus we obtain that Aut E R is a semidirect
Ž . Ž .nproduct of G R and D = Aut R as required.
Now we suppose that G and GX are semisimple. Consider the restric-
X X X Ž .tions of the canonical isogenies p : G “ G and p : G “ G on E Rad ad
XŽ X . Xand E R , respectively. Denoting these restrictions still by p and p ,
Ž . Ž . X XŽ X.respectively, we have epimorphisms p : E R “ E R and p : E R “ad
X Ž X . Ž . XŽ X.E R . Given an isomorphism a : E R “ E R , we define a map a :ad ad
Ž . X Ž X.E R “ E R byad ad
a g s p Xapy1 g for g g E R .Ž . Ž . Ž .ad ad
Ž Ž .. X Ž XŽ X..This map is well defined since ker p s C E R and ker p s C E R .
Moreover, a is a homomorphism and the following diagram is commuta-ad
tive:




aad X X6Ž . Ž .E R E Rad ad
For describing the isomorphisms between the elementary subgroups, we
need to show that a is uniquely determined by a .ad
Ž . XŽ .LEMMA 2.9. Let a and a be as abo¤e. If b : E R “ E R is aad
homomorphism such that the diagram




aad X X6Ž . Ž .E R E Rad ad
is commutati¤e, then b s a . In particular, b is an isomorphism.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that we may write an arbitrary
XŽ X.element g g E R in a form
m
w xg s g , g ,Ł i1 i2
is1
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w x y1 y1where m g N and g , g is the commutator g g g g for g , g gi1 i2 i1 i2 i1 i2 i1 i2
XŽ X.E R , 1 F i F m. Note that the above commutator diagram yields
p Xa s a p s p Xb ,ad
y1Ž . Ž XŽ X..which means that ba g s g c for some c g C E R , wherei j i j i j i j
1 F i F m and j s 1, 2. Hence
m m
y1 y1 y1 w xba g s ba g , ba g s g c , g cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ł Łi1 i2 i1 i1 i2 i2
is1 is1
m
w xs g , g s g .Ł i2 i2
is1
Consequently, we obtain that b is equal to a .
 4n XA family of isomorphisms w between R and R , where n is thei is1
Ž .number of the simple components of G, is called E R -admissible if
< <  4w s w for i , j g 1, 2, . . . , n .ˆ ˆE ŽR.l E ŽR. E ŽR.l E ŽR.i ji j i j
Ž .  4nGiven a family of E R -admissible isomorphisms w we have ani is1
n Ž . Ž X.isomorphism Ł w : E R “ E R defined by writing an arbitrary ele-ˆis1 i
Ž . Ž .ment h g E R in a form h s h h ??? h where h g E R for 1 F i F n,1 2 n i i
n n
w h s w h ,Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŁ Łi i i
is1 is1
 4nand we call it the ring isomorphism related to w . In particular, everyi is1
 4nfamily of isomorphisms w is always E -admissible and we denote thei is1 ad
related ring isomorphism, to distinguish it from Ł n w whenever exists,ˆis1 i
by Ł n w where w has obvious meaning for 1 F i F n. It is easilyˆ ˆis1 i, ad i, ad
 4n Ž .seen that, if w is E R -admissible,i is1
n n
w s w .ˆ ˆŁ Łi i , adž /is1 is1ad
On the other hand, we have following result.
LEMMA 2.10. Let a and a be as in Lemma 2.9. If a is a ringad ad
isomorphism of the form Ł n w where w : R “ RX are isomorphisms forˆis1 i, ad i
 4n Ž . n1 F i F n, then w are E R -admissible and a s Ł w .ˆi is1 is1 i
Ž Ž .. Ž X.Proof. It comes from Lemma 2.5 that a E R s E R , wherei s Ž i.
 41 F i F n and s is a permutation on 1, 2, . . . , n . Let E be the adjointi, ad
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elementary subgroup functors corresponding to E for 1 F i F n. By thei
definition of a and the argument of Lemma 2.9 we havead
< <a s a s w .ˆŽ .E ŽR. E ŽR.ad i , adi i , adad
Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram for each i g
 41, 2, . . . , n
<a E ŽR .i X X6Ž . Ž .E R E Ri s Ž i.
6
p p
6Ž < .a swE ŽR . ad i , adi X X6Ž . Ž .E R E Ri , ad s Ž i. , ad6 6
p p
X X6Ž . Ž .E R E Ri s Ž i.wˆi
Hence by Lemma 2.9, we obtain
<a s w for 1 F i F n.ˆE ŽR. ii
 4This means that, for i, j g 1, 2, . . . , n
< < <w s a s w .ˆ ˆE ŽR.l E ŽR. E ŽR.l E ŽR. E ŽR.l E ŽR.i ji j i j i j
 4n Ž .Hence w is E R -admissible. It follows then from above two identitiesi is1
that a is equal to Ł n w .ˆis1 i
THEOREM 2.11. Let G and GX be Che¤alley group schemes with their
 4n  X4mfamilies of simple components G and G , respecti¤ely. Suppose thati is1 i is1
X Ž . XŽ X .either G is simply connected or G s G . If a : E R “ E R is an isomor-
phism, then
Ž .i n s m;
Ž . Ž XŽ X..ii There exist an element g g N E R , an isomorphism g be-GŽK .
X Ž .tween the Dynkin diagrams of G and G , and a family of E R -admissible
 4n Xisomorphisms w from R to R such thati is1
n
a s Int gg w .ˆ ˆŁ i
is1
Ž .Moreo¤er, Int g, g , and w 1 F i F n are uniquely determined by a .i
Ž .Proof. We only need to show property ii . It follows from the argu-
Ž .ment of Lemma 2.9 that a induces an isomorphism a from E R toad ad
X Ž X . X X Ž X.E R . By Proposition 2.7 there exist an element g g G R , an iso-ad ad
morphism g between the Dynkin diagrams of G and GX , and a familyad ad ad
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 4n Xof isomorphisms w from R to R such thati is1
n
Xa s Int g g w .ˆ ˆŁad ad i , ad
is1
Note that g induces canonically an isomorphism g between the Dynkinad
diagrams G and GX. Since G is either simply connected or equal to GX, the
Ž X . XŽ X.graph homomorphism g : E R “ E R related to g is well defined.ˆ
Moreover, it comes from the definition of the graph homomorphism that
the diagram




gˆadX X X6Ž . Ž .E R E Rad ad
is commutative, which implies by Lemma 2.9 that g is an isomorphism. Let
Xy1Ž X.g g p g . Then we have the following commutative diagram
gy1 Int gy1aˆ X6Ž . Ž .E R E R
6
p p
Xy1 6y1 ng Int g a sŁ wˆ ˜ad ad is1 i , ad X6Ž . Ž .E R E Rad ad
 4n Ž .This yields by Lemma 2.10 that w is E R -admissible andi is1
n
y1 y1g Int g a s w ,ˆ ˆŁ i
is1
from which we obtain the decomposition of a in the theorem.
Ž XŽ X..Now suppose that there exist an element h g N E R , an isomor-GŽK .
X Ž .phism of Dynkin diagrams g , and a family of E R -admissible isomor-
 X4n Xphisms of rings w from R “ R such thatis1
n n
X Xa s Int gg w s Int hg w .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŁ Łi i
is1 is1
Let g X and wX be the isomorphisms induced by g X and wX for 1 F i F n,ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆad i, ad i
respectively, as in the argument of Lemma 2.9. Then by the definition of
a we havead
n n
X X X XInt p h g w s a s Int g g w .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŁ Ład ad ad ad i , ad
is1 is1
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ŽThis yields by the uniqueness of the decomposition of a see Lemmaad
. X2.6 that w s w for 1 F i F n, andi i
p X h s gX s p X g , g X s g ,Ž . Ž . ad ad
which implies that Int h s Int g and g X s g . Thus we obtain the unique-
ness of the decomposition for a .
An immediate implication of the above theorem is the structure of the
automorphism group of the elementary subgroup of a Chevalley group;
this automorphism group turns out to be a product of the inner automor-
Ž .phisms, graph automorphisms, and E R -admissible ring automorphism.
In particular, we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.12. If G is an almost simple Che¤alley]Demazure group
scheme, then
Aut E R ( N E R rC N E R ? D = Aut R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .GŽK . GŽK .
where D is the automorphism group of the Dynkin diagram of F while the
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ...product of N E R rC N E R and D = Aut R is semidirect.GŽK . GŽK .
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10 that the map between
Ž . Ž .Aut E R and Aut E R sending a to a is actually an isomorphism.ad ad
Ž Ž ..Moreover, since ker p s C G K , we have by Lemma 2.3
G R ( N E R rC N E R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .ad GŽK . GŽK .
Then by Corollary 2.8 we obtain the isomorphism claimed in the corollary.
Ž .3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF G R
We recall first some basic properties of algebraic groups.
Ž . XŽ .LEMMA 3.1. Let « be an isogeny from G K to G K ; then there exist an
XŽ . Xelement g g G K and an isomorphism of root systems g : F “ F with
Ž . Xg D s D such that « s Int g ? g .˜
w xProof. See 8, Sect. 2.2 .
X Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Suppose dim G s dim G . Let H be a subgroup of G R
Ž . XŽ X. Ž .containing E R and a : H “ G R be a homomorphism with E Q ›
X XŽ .ker a . If G is adjoint, then there exists an element g g G R such that
Int ga E Q s EX Q .Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Proof. Since G and GX have the same dimension, it follows from
Ž . Ž .Lemma 2.4 ii that the restriction of a on E Q is a homomorphism with a
XŽ . wZariski dense image in G K . Then by the Borel]Tits theorem 3,
xTheorem A there exist a homomorphism of fields w : Q “ K and an
w Ž .isogeny « from G K , which is the group obtained by the base change
XŽ .through w, to G K such that
a h s «w8 for h g E Q ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . w Ž . Ž w xwhere w8 is the canonical homomorphism from G K to G K see 3 for
.the notations . Note that w is actually the natural embedding, which
means that w8 is the identity map. Hence
< <a s « .EŽQ . EŽQ .
By Lemma 3.1, we can write « in the form Int gy1g for some element˜
XŽ . X Ž . Xg g G K and isomorphism g : F “ F with g D s D . In particular we
have, for a g F and q g Q,
Int ga u q s Int g« u q s g u q g EX Q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ˜ Ž .a a q
XŽ X. X XWe claim that g lies in G R . This is because, for each root a g F , we
have
Int gy1 u X 1 s Int gy1g gy1 u X 1 s « gy1 u X 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .a a a
s a gy1 u X 1 s a u y1 X 1 g GX RX ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜Ž . Ž .a g Ža .
y1 XŽ X .which implies by Lemma 2.2 that g ; hence g also lies in G R .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let H be an arbitrary subgroup of G R containing E R .
Then
E R s N.Ž . F
Ž .E Q :N1H
Ž .Proof. Let N be a normal subgroup of H with E Q : N. For each
a g F and q g QU , consider the element
h q s u q u yqy1 u q u 1 u y1 u 1 g E Q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a a ya a ya a ya
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .y1Note that u r h q u r lies in N for all r g R since N is normal-a a a
Ž . U 2ized by E R . We have, by taking q g Q such that q / 1,
y1y1 y1y12 2u r s h q u q y 1 r h q u q y 1 r g N.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /a a a a a
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Ž . Ž .This implies that E R : N. Since E R itself is also a normal subgroup of
w xH by 17 , it is equal to the intersection of all normal subgroups of H.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.4. Let H be a subgroup of G R containing E R . Then e¤ery
Ž .automorphism of H keeps E R in¤ariant.
Proof. Let a be an automorphism of H. Denote by p the restriction1
Ž . Ž .of p on H and define a map a : p H “ p H by1
a h s p apy1 h for h g H .Ž . Ž .1 1 1







a1 6Ž . Ž .p H p H
It is easy to see that a is an automorphism since so is a . Hence by1
Ž . Ž Ž ..Lemma 3.2 there exists an element g g G R such that Int ga E Qad 1 ad
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. y1s E Q . In particular, the isomorphism Int ga : p H “ g p H gad 1
Ž .induces a bijection between the normal subgroups of p H containing
Ž . Ž Ž .. y1E Q and those of g p H g . Hence by Lemma 3.3 we havead
Int ga E R s Int ga NŽ .Ž . F1 ad 1 ž /
Ž . Ž .E Q :N1p Had
s Int ga NŽ .F 1
Ž . Ž .E Q :N1p Had
s N X s E R .Ž .F ad
X y1Ž . Ž Ž ..E Q :N 1g p H gad
Ž . Ž .Since E R is a normal subgroup of G R , the above identity impliesad ad
that
a E R s E R .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 ad ad
This implies by the above commutative diagram
a E R : py1a p E R s py1 E R s E R C H .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 ad
Hence by Lemma 2.1 we have
a E R s a E R , a E RŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
: E R C H , E R C HŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s E R , E R s E R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž .from which we obtain that a E R s E R .
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Remark. The above result has also been demonstrated by Vaserstein
w x18 in a general form which is based on a classification for the normal
subgroups of Chevalley groups.
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..LEMMA 3.5. N G R s N E R .GŽK . GŽK .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let p : G K “ G K be the canonical isogeny. Thanks toad
Ž .Lemma 2.3 ii , we only need to show that
N G R s py1 G R .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .GŽK . ad
Ž . Ž .Let r : G K “ GL K be a faithful irreducible rational representationn
Ž .defined over Q and let p be the natural homomorphism from GL K ton
Ž . X Ž . Ž .the projective group PGL K . We define a map r : G K “ PGL Kn ad n
by
X y1r g s prp g for g g G K .Ž . Ž . Ž .ad
This map is well defined since ker pr s ker p , and the following diagram
is commutative.
r 6





Ž . Ž .G K PGL Kad n
Obviously, rX is a Q-monomorphism since so is r. For convenience, we
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..consider G K resp. G K as a subgroup of GL K resp. PGL Kad n n
Ž X.by identifying it with its image under r resp. r , and hence p is simply
Ž . Ž . Ž .the restriction of p on G K . In particular, we have G R : PGL R .ad n
Since
y1p PGL R s GL R C GL K ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž .for each g g G R there is an element h g GL R such thatad n
py1 g s hC GL K l G K .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n
y1Ž .Then for an arbitrary element y g p g , writing y s hc for some
Ž Ž ..c g C GL K , we haven
yG R yy1 s y G K l GL R yy1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n
s yG K yy1 l hcGL R cy1 hy1Ž . Ž .n
s G K l GL R s G R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n
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Ž Ž ..which means that y g N G R . Hence we haveGŽK .
py1 G R : N G R .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ad GŽK .
Ž Ž ..On the other hand, suppose y is an element in N G R . Then theGŽK .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..restriction of Int p y on p G R is an automorphism of p G R . Since
E R s p E R : p G R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ad
it follows from Lemma 3.4 that
Int p y E R s E R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ad ad
Ž .Hence by Lemma 2.3 i
p y g N E R s G R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G ŽK . ad adad
y1Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. y1Ž Ž ..Thus y g p G R and, therefore, N G R : p G R . Thisad GŽK . ad
yields by the forgoing discussion the identity of the lemma.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.6. Let H be a subgroup of G R containing E R . If a is an
Ž .endomorphism of H which fixes each element of E R , then a must be of the
form
a g s x g g for g g G R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where x : H “ C H is a homomorphism of groups.
Ž . w xProof. Since E R is a normal subgroup of H by 17 , we have for each
Ž .g g H and h g E R
y1y1 y1ghg s a ghg s a g ha g ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
which means that
h gy1a g s gy1a g h.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .This implies that, since E R is Zariski dense in G K ,
gy1a g g C E R s C G K s C H for g g H .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H
Ž .We define a map x : H “ C H by
x g s gy1a g for g g H .Ž . Ž .
This map is obviously well defined and is a homomorphism of groups. Thus
Ž . Ž .a g s x g g as required.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. It comes from Lemma 3.4 that the restriction
< Ž . Ž .a of a on E R is an automorphism of E R . Hence, by TheoremEŽR.
Ž Ž ..2.11, there exist an element g g N E R , an automorphism g g Aut FGŽR.
Ž .with g D s D, and an automorphism w g Aut R such that
<a s Int ggw .ˆˆEŽR.
Ž .Note that the g induces canonically a graph automorphism g of G R and˜
Ž .that Int g is also an automorphism of G R by Lemma 3.5. We have
<Int ggw s int ggw .˜˜ ˆˆEŽR.
Ž .y1 Ž .In other words, the restriction of Int ggw on E R is the identity map.˜˜
Ž . Ž Ž ..Hence by Lemma 3.6 there is a homomorphism x : G R “ C G R such
that a has the expression as required.
X Ž . Ž Ž ..Now suppose that there exist a homomorphism x : G R “ C G R ,
X Ž Ž .. Xan element g g N G R , an automorphism g of the Dynkin diagramGŽK .
of F, and an automorphism wX g Aut R such that
x X h Int gXg XwX h s x h Int ggw h for h g G R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜˜
Ž .Note that, since E R is equal to its commutator subgroup,
x X h s x h s 1 for h g E R .Ž . Ž . Ž .
We have
X X X X X X < <Int g g w s Int g g w s Int ggw s Int ggw ,ˆ ˆ ˜ ˜ ˜˜ ˆˆEŽR. EŽR.
which implies by the uniqueness of the decomposition for an automor-
Ž . Ž .phism of E R see 2.11 that
Int gX s Int g , g X s g and wX s w .
This also forces that x X s x . Thus we obtain the uniqueness of the
decomposition for a .
4. ISOMORPHISMS OF CHEVALLEY GROUPS
From now on, we suppose that G is simply connected.
Ž Ž .. Ž .LEMMA 4.1. C G R ; E R .
Ž .Proof. Taking a faithful irreducible rational representation G K “
Ž . Ž . Ž .GL K , we identify G K with its image as a subgroup of GL K . Inn n
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Ž . Ž . Ž .particular, we have G R : SL R since G K is actually a subgroup ofn
Ž .SL K . It is obvious thatn
C G R : C G K l SL R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . n
< Ž Ž .. < Ž Ž ..  4Note that C G R - ‘ and suppose C G R s g , g , . . . , g . The1 2 m
Ž .Shur’s lemma implies that, since G K is irreducible, g must be scalari
matrices, say g s q I , where I is the n by n unity matrix and q g R fori i n n i
n  41 F i F m. Moreover, we have q s 1 for every i g 1, 2, . . . , m sincei
Ž . Ž .g g SL R . Hence the algebraic extension Q q , q , . . . , q of Q byi n 1 2 m
 4elements q , q , . . . , q is a subfield of R. We have for 1 F i F n1 2 m
g g GL Q q , q , . . . , q l G K s G Q q , q , . . . , q ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i n 1 2 m 1 2 m
Ž Ž Ž ...which implies that g g C G Q q , q , . . . , q . This yields, since G isi 1 2 m
simply connected,
C G R : C G Q q , q , . . . , qŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 m
s C E Q q , q , . . . , q ; E R .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2 m
w xRemark. A similar result can also be found in 2 .
Ž . XŽ X. X Ž .LEMMA 4.2. Let a : G R “ G R be an isomorphism and a : G R
XŽ X . Ž . XŽ . Ž .“ G R be a homomorphism such that a h s a h for all h g E R .
Ž . Ž XŽ X..Then there exists a homomorphism of groups x : G R “ C G R such
that
a g s x g a X g for g g G R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Moreo¤er, a X is an isomorphism.
y1 X Ž .Proof. Since the endomorphism a a g End G R keeps every ele-
Ž . X Ž .ment of E R fixed, by Lemma 3.6 there is a homomorphism x : G R “
Ž Ž ..C G R such that
ay1a X g s x X g g for g g G R .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž XŽ X..Let x : G R “ C G R be the homomorphism defined by
y1Xx g s ax g for g g G R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Then we obtain the identity of the lemma. Moreover, since G is simply
connected, we have for an arbitrary element g g ker a X
a g s x g g C GX RX ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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which means by Lemma 4.1
g g ay1 C GX RX s C G R ; E R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
X Ž . X Ž .This implies that ker a ; E R . Since a coincides with a on E R ,
ker a X has to be trivial. Hence a X is an isomorphism.
Ž . XŽ X. Ž Ž ..LEMMA 4.3. Let a : G R “ G R be an isomorphism. Then a E R
XŽ X .s E R .
Ž . X XProof. It comes from Lemma 2.4 i that dim G s dim G s dim G .ad
Consider the following composition of homomorphisms:
a XpX X X XG R “ G R “ G R .Ž . Ž . Ž .ad
Ž . X Ž Ž .. X Ž .By Lemma 2.4 ii we know that p a E Q is Zariski dense in G K .ad
X X Ž .Hence by Lemma 3.2 there is an element g g G R such thatad
Int gXp Xa E Q s EX Q .Ž . Ž .Ž . ad
Note that
EX RX : p X GX RX s p Xa G RŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ad
X Ž X. X Ž X.and that E R is a normal subgroup of G R . We havead ad
EX R : Int gXp Xa G R .Ž . Ž .Ž .ad
Then it follows from Lemma 3.3 that
Int gXp Xa E R s Int gXp Xa NŽ .Ž . Fž /
Ž . Ž .E Q :N1G R
s Int gXp Xa NŽ .F
Ž . Ž .E Q :N1G R
s N X s EX RX .Ž .F ad
X X XŽ . Ž Ž ..E Q :N 1Int g p a G R
X Ž X. X Ž .This yields, by the normality of E R in G R , thatad ad
p Xa E R s EX RX .Ž . Ž .Ž . ad
Therefore
a E R : p Xy1 EX RX s EX RX C GX K .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .ad
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Moreover, since every elementary subgroup coincides with its commutator
subgroup by Lemma 2.1, we have
X X X X X Xa E R : E R C G K , E R C G KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
X X X X X Xs E R , E R s E R .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž .. XŽ X.Hence we obtain that a E R s E R as required.
Ž . XLEMMA 4.4. E¤ery family of E R -admissible isomorphisms from R to R
Ž .is also G R -admissible.
 4n Ž .Proof. Let w be a family of E R -admissible isomorphisms be-i is1
X  4 w Ž . Ž .xtween R and R . For i, j g 1, 2, . . . , n and i / j, note that G R , G Ri j
 4s 1 . We have by Lemma 4.1
G R l G R s C G R l C G RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j i j
: E R l E RŽ . Ž .i j
s C E R l C E R .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i j
In other words,
G R l G R s E R l E R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i j
Hence
< < < <w s w s w s w .˜ ˜ ˆ ˜G ŽR.l G ŽR. E ŽR.l E ŽR. E ŽR.l E ŽR. G ŽR.l G ŽR.i i j ji j i j i j i j
 4n Ž .Hence w is G R -admissible.i is1
Ž . XŽ X.The Proof of Theorem 1.2. Given an isomorphism a : G R “ G R ,
Ž .we have by Lemma 4.3 that the restriction of a on E R is an isomor-
Ž . XŽ X .phism from E R to E R . Hence by Theorem 2.11 there exist an
Ž Ž .. Ž .element g g N E R , a family of E R -admissible isomorphisms fromGŽK .
R to RX, and an isomorphism g between the root systems of G and GX
Ž . Xwith g D s D such that
n
<a s Int gg w .ˆ ˆŁEŽR. i
is1
Since G is simply connected, g can be extended to a graph homomorphismˆ
Ž X. XŽ X. ng : G R “ G R while Ł w is a ring isomorphism by Lemma 4.4.˜ ˜is1 i
XŽ X.Moreover, by Lemma 3.5 Int g is also an automorphism of G R . Hence
y1 n y1 Ž X. XŽ X.we obtain an isomorphism Int g aŁ w : G R “ G R , of which˜is1 i
Ž .the restriction on E R satisfies
n
y1 y1 X< <Int g a w s g s g .˜ ˆ ˜Ł EŽR. EŽR .i
is1
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X Ž X . Ž XŽ X..Therefore, by Lemma 4.2 there is a homomorphism x : G R “ C G R
such that
n
X Xy1 y1Int g a w h s x h g h for h g G R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜Ł i
is1
In particular, g is an isomorphism. Denoting by x the composition˜
X n Ž . Ž XŽ X..x Ł w : G R “ C G R , we obtain the decomposition of a as˜is1 i
claimed in the theorem. The proof for the uniqueness of Int g, g , and
 4nw is similar to that of Theorem 1.1. This completes our proof.i is1
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